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Elegant Handwork 

 
Dari transcript: 
 

  )&' ن&�%-د"�! ا���ن���ن����� 
 

���در .  0:��ر زی�د ا'=اع و ا;:�م دار8. 7�ره�4 د!2$ %123 0�/.&%$ و دی,+ دوز'&%$ ا!#:  ا! �
 +>��&'&0�/.&%$ ه� ت� ?�یA7 $م # Cر ز��:0 + �D% ،8&7 F�G�; 4 . م+ دی&م، از�1 ه�D% �H=IJ

او رPAQ' 8 و ر',P، ا4 ;&ر م2.=ع م$ .  O7'$ 7+ دM2Jا M0 4M0دن J +0�'+ ش=هMش م$ 7&ن
#:��F ه� ' ='+ ازو 'G�; 8د R��&ا ش=8،  0�:# و ST�ر .  0=د 7+ هU $G�C 4�? ن�ی, �1 ه�D% ی& او�ش

 ،M2م $! ،M2مD%1�X.U شP ت� ز'S�، ه3# ت�، هA# ت�،  م$ ش�F2A و  او ر8 .   ه�W0 4رگ م$ 0=د
F2/�0 $ار .  م&Qم Yی P.��Q' ]=ش م2.=ع و ر'\ ه�4 مZD2[ 0+ 7�ر م$ ر/# و د م�0^�د او 

دا'+ ه�4 0:��ر J=0+ . م8MS 0�/$، م8MS را ت�M م$ 7&'&.. م8MS ه� ر8 . م8MS دوز4 ه1 م$ 7&ن
در د!JM2=ان ه1 ه =_=ر م$ 7&ن، د!JM2=ان ش�G$ و AU $ م$ . �0�.P، ت�M م$ 7&ن د8 م

�W ا!#، . 0�F2/، د او ه1 م8MS ت�M م$ 7&نT = 4، هM.ر ه��:0 W�T ،ی$ 7+ م+ دی&م�? �ت $Gه = و
T +ش�'&8 0�;$ م�رش 0�`a $G�C +0 �ا'1 ت&��1 0�/$ ه�4 0:��ر !�Q0+ ا!# 7+ ' D%ا اوM 7+ او $D:' 

� او DH=C+، او ر/2+ و د ا4 !$ !�ل MJa، م^�ل او;&ر ز4M0 $A7 # C  مMدم 7�ر8 م$ 7& 0
8&'� ' .  

.  و از دوز'&%$ ه�، زیc�تMیF و م2.=ع تMیF و PQ' MU و ',�ر تMیF دوز'&%$ 8O7 دوز4 0=د
او_=ر 7+ در 8O7، از ر'\ ه�4 م]H=IJ ،ZD2� 8O7 اM0یA $ 7+ از ت�ر اM0یA $ او ر8 م$ 

'PQ ازو، Mdا/# ازو، ری8W 7�ر4 و م�&8 . ه�ز'S�، ه4M0 1 مMد$ م�:�2J.& ه4M0 1 دوO7 ،&.2Jه
 M0=د ه $'&A' ارM>و دی,+ ت �� 0+ ت �م مe.� ا`M ه.4M 0$ 0&ی>D0 ،ر4 ازو�ر4 ازو، و ر'\ 7�7

8O7 Yو د8 .  ی #Jو&�و;# دوF2J مWc! f= eمF ی� !Mوده�4 0:��ر 1g او ر8 مf= e ی<2� زن م
او ر8 7+ م�&وزن، ت.S� و !0M]=د، !Mود م�]=ا'.& او ر8 م$ .   J=ا'.& ز'�، ' �&ا'MT 1اا',�W م$

�M2یF .  دوزنG���Wه�ی$ ا!# 7+ 0�ی& 0+ T ،8=د8 شM0 +7 ،8=ا ش&�U Pی�ه +'= ' M%ا W�T ا4 دو
�Wه�4 م=زی1. ?�ه�4 ه.h% 4Mاش2+ ش=8T  .،ر4 7+ 0=د�0<=T $.e7$، ی�>C د و دی,+ در

�Wه� ر8، درواز8 ه�4 0:��ر J=ب ه1 م$ !�2J.&،  د دروازPQ' 8 ه�4  م+T=0<�ر4T FیMت�cزی 
��ر J=ب م$ 7&ن، م�&8 7�ر4:0 .]�^�وG$ زیc�تMی.A+ م+ دH 8.&وق ه� . Mdا/# 7�ر4 0:��ر 

H.&وق ه�ی$ M0 +7اM0 ;�م# aدم م$ 0=د و دروازH  . 8.&وق ه�4 0:��ر J=ب م$ 7&'&. دی&م
�4W ر8 . $ ش& درواز8 ه�یPم�&اش#، واز و 2:0+ مT ،Fم$ 7&ی �J'+ دا�ز د!22�از او 0 �Jد دا
F'&ی�م$ م ،F�2/M% $م . PQ' ظ�lG ر4،  و ه1 از�ظ ر'\، ر'\ 7�lG ، ه1 از�وق ه&.H 4ا

�&ا ش=8، U &ی�4 از4 را دار8 7+ 0�4 0=د 7+ ?M.ه M`م$ ش&، ا4 دی,+ ا YC 4و4 ازM0 +7 $7�>C
 ،X'و ر # Cظ ز�lG ارت$ 7+  و او ازMو ذو;$ 7+ د او 0+ م &�A7 $ر 7&ن ازو م=? M! ن�ا':

م+ 0+ اJ 4�M_ هWاره� !�ل ت^0M+ م$ %1 .  مIl=ل هWاره� !�ل ت^0M+ 0�ش+ش�ی& 7�ر م$ ر/#، 
�&ا ش&، در _O تn+ شgMc�ن،  او 7�ره�4 زر%4M ا!# U ن�2:'�o/در ا +nت O_ ر4 7+ در�`a ،+7

 8&��<F ه = Mdا/# و مG ،�م= �ایQ&ر . 7�ر4 7+ در C<�7$ ه1 0+ 7�ر م�8M، د او ه1 ا!#
�F 7+ ای0 8M� T$ 7�ر ش&8 7+ ایQ&ر qJ=ط 0�ریY و MdیZ و در ه1  S/ $ ' � ا/2$ 7+ شMd

�&8 را ت=ا':2.& در روWD/ 4ات، 0<..&s�U .&'ر4، او ر8 زی.# داد�7 F�. و ',�F 7�ر4، از رو4 ',
�Wه�T و �0.&هM 7 و �ه $.  د!# 0.&ه�1 م�0M 7.& م$ 0�4M0 &.2/ .  ر;1 د 0�M 7 $%&./ 0.&ه� داش2



ه1 . او 2C &.0M 7$ یOg Yف 7�رد ه1 م�&اش# د PDo0، 7+ ا4 ه1 0� ت�ر 0�/2+ م�A&. دام�ده�
و ت=پ، .  ای.$ ا4 ه1 از ام= ت�ره�4 0:��ر زیc� ای8M ?=ر م$ M7دن.   0M 7.& هOg 1ف 7�رد

0� د!# ام= U=شA+، داADJ+ ت<+ ه� ر8 0:��ر م�U= . 17+ م$ 0�F2/ا4 ت.  ت=U$ 7+ ت=cU�ز4 م$ 7&ن
�W مl<1 م�A&. م$ 7&ن، م$ م�'&نT .&.2/�0 $ز دور از4 را 0+ د!# م�0=د . 0 F2/�0 ع ت=پ=' Yی

. 7+ او ت=C +U�G$ 0�ش+ و aدم د ی0 Y�0 M! 4f�vQ/ +' از زیMش مMدم 0+ ' �یP و ت �ش� h,0ر8  
 
 
English translation:  
 
Ismaeel: Handcrafts includes knitting and sewing. There are many different types of 
them. In weaving, as far as I have seen, they work harder on carpets than rugs, especially 
big carpets that girls make for taking to their husband’s houses. Its colors and designs 
would be so diverse that you can’t find something like that on rugs. Probably you could 
find those carpets somewhere now; they were 24 meters, 30 meters… big carpets. Five, 
six women or seven, eight women would set down and weave it. Diverse designs and 
various colors were used in it. They sewed some beads in it too. The beads were woven, 
and they put the beads in them. They would put very good beads in it. The same thing 
was done for Dastarkhan [cloth put on the floor for eating]. They made shawl 
Dastarkhan and woolen Dastarkhan. They would put beads in that too. But as far as I 
have seen, the most artistic thing is...The thing, the old carpet weaving…that I don’t 
know if still there are remains of it because the generation that did that work with that 
patience, that generation has gone in last thirty years. There is not a chance of that much 
hard work for people.  
 
For sewing, the most beautiful, multi-designed and most decorated was hat sewing. In 
hats, they used different colors, especially the silk hats that were made of silk threads. 
The hat was made both for men and women. Its design, its elegance, its details, its 
coloring, totally, by all means was a unique, artwork. Each hat was like that. That (the hat 
or cap) was usually made by one woman, and women sing very sad songs when sewing. I 
don’t know why. When they sew it, they are alone, by themselves; they sing and they 
sew. These two things (carpet and hat) if they are found and taken (to the USA), they are 
things that should be placed in best artwork galleries, in museums. Then with engraving, 
with wood engraving, they made the most beautiful things. They made very good doors. 
Nice designs were engraved on the doors, very detailed artwork with very strange 
elegance. But I have seen the most beautiful (of wood engraving) on boxes. They 
engraved boxes very well. The boxes that were as tall as humans had doors and you could 
open and close its doors. You could take something out of it with your hands and put 
something back. These boxes, both according to their color and coloring and according to 
wood engravings on them, were artwork. The effort that people put into making them, 
make it worth looking for them, and the taste that was used was a result of thousand years 
of experience. I say thousand years of experience because the artwork that was found in 
Telatapa [gold hill] in Afghanistan, in Telatapa in Shuburghan [town’s name], that were 
mostly jewelry but they are very similar in elegance and detail to these wood engravings.  
It is so elegant that it is hard to understand which tools have been used to engrave these 
tiny, entangled, elegant lines on jewelry. And use of precious stones…they have 



decorated with precious stones, the bracelets, belts and things like that. We also had 
woven belts. They wove belts for bride grooms. The belts even had a knife pocket at the 
side, which was also woven by thread. Both were woven of thread, the belt and the knife 
pocket. This one was also made of very beautiful threads. And the ball, the ball that they 
played with, they wove this ball. By hand, they would put fabric inside it and make it 
hard and solid. When there was a hard core, they wove around it by hand. It was a ball 
weaving thing. If we can find those balls now, we should put it up and people should 
pass, looking at it and enjoying the artwork.  
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